
 
 

 

Terms, Conditions, Notices and Disclaimers. 
 

Please read these terms, conditions, notices and disclaimers carefully before          
using the TRADEforDOLLAR.com. 

Use of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com or any part of it constitutes irrevocable and            
unconditional acceptance of Client’s agreement to the terms and conditions          
outlined below and to be bound by them, as such terms may be modified from               
time to time. If Client is dissatisfied with any portion of the            
TRADEforDOLLAR.com or with any or all the terms, notices, conditions and           
disclaimers below, Client’s sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the            
TRADEforDOLLAR.com. 
Trading may not be suitable for all viewers of this site or potential users of               
TRADEforDOLLAR.com. Client, and not the TRADEforDOLLAR.com, assumes       
the entire cost and risks of any trading activity Client chooses to undertake.             
Under no circumstances will theTRADEforDOLLAR.com be liable for any special          
or consequential damages that might or shall result from the use of, or the              
inability to use, the materials, products, information if any and all, provided by the              
TRADEforDOLLAR.com.  
Anything recommended by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com is suggested strictly for         
educational purposes and is subject to change without notice. The ultimate           
choice and responsibility for a Client’s trading account(s) is Client’s only. Any            
results or performance numbers are hypothetical. No representation is being          
made that any one or any account will achieve similar results to any other              
account, or actual or hypothetical performance numbers presented in the          
TRADEforDOLLAR.com site or materials. 
In accordance with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and the          
National Futures Association, it is the TRADEforDOLLAR.com obligation to         
remain absolutely clear about the expectations of its trading system and its            
strategies, as well as the possibility of financial risk and loss. Any investment will              
maintain a level of risk, this is unavoidable and no system or strategy will              
guarantee consistent profitability. Automated trading is no exception and will          
encounter periods of extended losses and/or drawdowns.  

The TRADEforDOLLAR.com is neither a solicitation nor an offer to buy and sell             
futures, stocks, options or any other financial instruments. No representation is           
being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to                
those discussed on the TRADEforDOLLAR.com website. The past performance         
of any trading system, strategy or methodology is not necessarily indicative of            
future results. Futures, options, and securities trading have risk of loss and may             
not be suitable for all the TRADEforDOLLAR.com clients. Trading and          
investment carry a high level of risk, and the TRADEforDOLLAR.com does not            
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make any recommendations for buying or selling any financial instruments. The           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com offers strictly educational information on ways to utilize         
information offered by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com, and it is up to the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com clients to make their own trading and investment         
decisions and/or to consult with a registered investment advisor. 

DISCLAIMER:  

Trading performance displayed herein is hypothetical. The following Commodity         
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) disclaimer should be read. Hypothetical         
performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described           
below. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to              
achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. In fact, there are frequently             
sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual         
results subsequently achieved by any particular trading program. One of the           
limitations of hypothetical performance trading results is that they are generally           
prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not            
involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account           
for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, the ability to              
withstand losses or to adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading              
losses are material points which can also adversely affect actual trading results.            
There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the              
implementation of any specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted           
for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results and all of which can             
adversely affect actual trading results. 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) require the following legal           
notices:  

The TRADEforDOLLAR.com is an impersonal business, and therefore, no         
consideration can or is made toward your financial circumstances. All material           
presented within with the TRADEforDOLLAR.com is not to be regarded as           
investment advice, but for general informational and educational purposes only.          
Trading futures and other financial instruments does involve risk, so caution must            
always be utilized. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com does not guarantee profits, and          
explicitly warns of a real possibility of substantial financial loss. Client assumes            
the entire cost and risk of any trading he or she choose to undertake. Client is                
solely responsible for making his or her own investment decisions. The           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com, its owners and/ or its representatives are not registered          
as securities broker-dealers or investment advisors either with the U.S. Securities           
and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. The           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com strongly recommends any potential Client to consult with         
a registered investment advisor, broker-dealer, and/or financial advisor. If Client          
chooses to invest with or without seeking advice from such an advisor or entity,              
then any consequences resulting from his or her investments are his or her sole              
responsibility. All information posted is believed to come from reliable sources.           
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The TRADEforDOLLAR.com does not warrant the accuracy, correctness, or         
completeness of information available from its service and therefore will not be            
liable for any loss incurred. Due to the electronic nature of the Internet, the              
TRADEforDOLLAR.com website, or its fax, email and Webinar distribution         
services could fail at any given time. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com will not be            
responsible for unavailability of use of its website, nor undelivered faxes or            
emails due to Internet bandwidth problems, equipment failure, or acts of God.            
The TRADEforDOLLAR.com, its owners, or its representatives may hold         
positions in the securities mentioned at the TRADEforDOLLAR.com website at          
any time. However, in no way is the TRADEforDOLLAR.com soliciting an offer to             
purchase securities mentioned at this website. There is no guarantee past           
performance will be indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that             
the recommendations of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com will be profitable or will not           
be subject to losses. The results listed at this website are based on hypothetical              
trades. It means that mentioned by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com trades and          
signals were not actually executed. Hypothetical or simulated performance         
results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record,          
simulated trades do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not             
actually been executed, the results may have over or under compensated for the             
impact, if any, of certain market factors such as lack of liquidity. No             
representation whatsoever is being made that any account will or is likely to             
achieve profits or losses similar to those shown by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com.           
No independent party has audited the hypothetical performance contained at the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com, nor has any independent party undertaken to confirm         
that they reflect the trading method under the assumptions or conditions           
specified hereafter. While the results presented at the TRADEforDOLLAR.com         
are based upon certain assumptions believed to reflect actual trading conditions,           
these assumptions may not include all variables that will affect, or have in the              
past affected, the execution of trades indicated by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com.          
The hypothetical results on this website are based on the following assumptions:            
The simulation assumes that prices are not influenced by the trades of the             
TRADEforDOLLAR.com, its owners, or its representatives, regardless of the         
number of contracts executed. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com does not claim or          
guarantee that the formulas and strategies it provides will generate profits for            
anyone who uses them. The simulation assumes purchase and sale prices           
believed to be attainable. In actual trading, prices received may or may not be              
the same as the assumed order prices. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com does not           
offer stock, or futures advice, suggestions, nor does it promote investment in any             
specific market sector. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com system, strategies and        
services are designed solely for educational and entertainment purposes only.          
Actual investment decisions are exclusively the prerogative of each client. The           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com does not make any representations or claims or         
guarantees about client’s results. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com is not a licensed          
broker and its system and strategies are for educational and entertainment           
purposes only. At no time is the information provided by the           
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TRADEforDOLLAR.com to be construed as anything other than that of          
entertainment purposes, and at no time will the TRADEforDOLLAR.com make          
buy and sell recommendations to be taken by any Client or otherwise or to be               
construed as otherwise a buy or sell recommendation. Client of the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com agrees that signatures provided via fax, e-mail or by          
original copy has confirmed the originality of this document as well as any             
moneys received by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com, or any associated or affiliates          
constitutes further and complete acceptance of this agreement. The         
TRADEforDOLLAR.com may make changes to any material on the         
TRADEforDOLLAR.com at any time without notice. The material on the          
TRADEforDOLLAR.com may be out of date and the TRADEforDOLLAR.com         
makes no commitment to update such material. All information contained therein           
has been obtained from and/or is based upon sources believed to be reliable is              
deemed to be clear, fair and not misleading but cannot be guaranteed as to              
correctness, completeness, timeliness, accuracy, quality, reliability, performance,       
continued availability, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose,        
non-infringement and/or freedom from computer virus. The views and opinions,          
forecasts, assumptions, estimates, signals and target prices reflected in this          
material are as of the date indicated and subject to change at any time without               
prior notice. Client’s use of any information or materials on the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com is entirely at his or her own risk, for which the            
TRADEforDOLLAR.com shall not be liable. It shall be Client's own responsibility           
to ensure that any products, services or information available through the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com meets his or hers specific requirements.  The risk of loss           
in trading commodity futures contracts can be substantial. Client should,          
therefore, carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for his or her            
specific circumstances and financial resources. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com       
recommends all Clients to practice trading on simulated account(s) - trading           
without using actual cash; until the right system(s) is proven, or is found, that              
provides consistent profits. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com is not liable for direct,          
indirect, incidental, consequential, punitive or other damages including, but not          
limited to, economic losses, lost profits, lost revenues or lost data arising out of              
the access to or inability to access the TRADEforDOLLAR.com even if advised of             
the possibility of such damages. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com will not be held           
liable for or have legal responsibility for, arising out of use, any investment, online              
trading, interpretation or implementation of information on its website. The          
TRADEforDOLLAR.com assumes no legal responsibility for and does not         
guarantee the accuracy or reliability of information for trading in the financial            
markets. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com makes no recommendations as to the         
merits of any investment opportunity referred to in its emails or its related web              
pages. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com has the right to terminate client's access to           
any or all communication services at anytime without notice for any reason. The             
TRADEforDOLLAR.com reserves the right to disclose any information as         
necessary to satisfy any applicable law, regulation, legal process or          
governmental request or to edit, refuse to post or remove any information or             
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materials in the TRADEforDOLLAR.com sole discretion. 

Any person entering into any agreement with the TRADEforDOLLAR.com is          
bound by the terms of this agreement and any disagreements to the disclaimer             
will be undertaken in a court based in the USA. 

DISCLAIMER:  

Trading Futures, Options on Futures, Stocks transactions involves substantial         
risk of loss and is not suitable for all investors. Client should carefully consider              
whether trading is suitable for him or her in light of their specific circumstances,              
knowledge, and financial resources. Client may lose all or more of his or her              
initial investment. Opinions, market data, and recommendations at the         
TRADEforDOLLAR.com are subject to change at any time. 

DISCLAIMER: 

Client acknowledges that representatives of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com are        
absolved from any liability of any financial or other losses, hardship, poor            
investments, tax or trading advice or to solicit orders howsoever caused in any             
shape or form. Any comments made by any persons representing the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com are speculation and Client further acknowledges that        
none of the information, research or other material provided by the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com by charts or signals or strategies constitutes a         
recommendation by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com or a solicitation to buy or sell           
securities, options, futures or other investment products. Client is aware that any            
comments on purchase and sell of securities are hearsay and the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com and its representative may or may not be taking any           
trade(s) represented. Client is aware that any recommendation is a speculation           
and any comment by email, text message or spoken in chat room is speculative              
and the Client will not take any of the corresponding positions unless and only at               
his or her total discretion. Client is aware that if he or she takes the position and                 
is exposed to loss that this loss is the sole responsibility of the Client and is done                 
with his or her own exclusive consent. Client is fully aware of the risks of loss                
contained within this disclaimer. Client should conduct further research and          
analysis into the charts, signals or strategies and consult an investment advisor            
before making any investment decisions through the TRADEforDOLLAR.com        
system and its strategies or from any details given by the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com or any the TRADEforDOLLAR.com representatives. By       
trading the signals and indicators of a system and its strategies; the Client             
explicitly agrees with reason for taking the trade, has assessed the risk to loss of               
capital, and is able to take the loss if the trade proves detrimental. Under no               
circumstances will the TRADEforDOLLAR.com be liable to the Client for any           
financial loss no matter how caused; whether due to recommendations, charts,           
signals, strategies, indicators or recommendations by the       
TRADEforDOLLAR.com or its representatives or person(s) saying to be the          
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TRADEforDOLLAR.com representative(s). Taking a trade without fully       
understanding the reasons for the trade entry, exit, strategy, can result in            
substantial financial loss. Client is aware of this and may lose more than the              
initial investment. 

CONDITIONS OF USE:  

Trading signals and indicators are for personal use only. Signals and indicators            
may not be sold on or distributed to chat rooms, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter or              
any similar medium.  
Client agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the TRADEforDOLLAR.com, its          
affiliates if any, officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives from          
and against any and all claims. The TRADEforDOLLAR.com is for information,           
educational, testing and training purposes only. Use of the system, its strategies,            
signals, indicators and such on the TRADEforDOLLAR.com is intended for use in            
trade simulation and testing only. If Client decides to use and uses the             
TRADEforDOLLAR.com system, its strategies, indicators and signals or any         
other information derived from the TRADEforDOLLAR.com in real trading then          
the Client has done that at his or her discretion exclusively and has as a result of                 
such choice and action absolutely indemnified the TRADEforDOLLAR.com and         
any of its employees or directors against any potential losses that may arise from              
improper and proper use of products or information; or incidental losses of any             
kind. Client agrees unconditionally to release the TRADEforDOLLAR.com,        
including its officers, directors, employees, or any other agents, from claims,           
demands and damages, actual and consequential, of every kind and nature,           
known and unknown, suspected and unsuspected, disclosed and undisclosed,         
arising out of or in any way connected with any dispute with any user of any of                 
the TRADEforDOLLAR.com  website or  it’s services, or arising in any way from            
content posted to the TRADEforDOLLAR.com  by any third party. By using the            
TRADEforDOLLAR.com, Client agrees to comply with, and be bound by these           
the TRADEforDOLLAR.com terms and conditions. If Client does not agree with           
some, or all of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com terms and conditions, Client is not            
authorized to use the TRADEforDOLLAR.com products and services. The         
TRADEforDOLLAR.com shall not be liable for, and neither Client nor any person            
on behalf of Client shall hold or seek to hold the TRADEforDOLLAR.com or any              
of its representatives liable for, any technical problems, system failures and           
malfunctions, communication line failures, equipment or software failures and         
malfunctions, and other similar problems or defects and erroneous signals          
related to the leased strategies or any problems or defects with the Client’s             
computer. The leased strategies and indicators are provided “as is,” and the            
TRADEforDOLLAR.com disclaims and Client hereby expressly waives, all        
warranties, express or implied, including any warranties or guarantees with          
respect to the leased system and its strategies, including without limitation,           
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The          
TRADEforDOLLAR.com shall not be liable to Client or any third parties for any             
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loss, cost, damage or other injury, including but not limited to consequential,            
exemplary, special, indirect, incidental or punitive damages relative to loss of           
data, loss of use of any equipment or goods, network downtime costs, or for loss               
of profit or revenues arising therefrom; whether in contract or tort arising out of or               
caused in whole or in part by Client’s use of or reliance on the leased system and                 
its strategies or its content even if the TRADEforDOLLAR.com is advised of the             
possibility of such damage. All sales shall be final and no refunds due. 
The TRADEforDOLLAR.com has the right to terminate Client’s access to any or            
all communication services at anytime without notice for any reason. The           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com reserves the right to disclose any information as         
necessary to satisfy any applicable law, regulation, legal process or          
governmental request or to edit, refuse to post or remove any information or             
materials in TRADEforDOLLAR.com sole discretion. 
 
LEASING AGREEMENT: 
In leasing the TRADEforDOLLAR.com system and its strategies, Client - the           
undersigned licensee - agrees to hold confidential and in trust all proprietary            
information such as trading signals, trends and such; trading methods,          
processes, formulas, and computer programs ("Information") related to trading         
system and its strategies of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com. Client will not disclose           
any “Information” to any acquaintance, friend, associate, employee or broker and           
such, except and only insofar as is necessary for the express purpose of trading              
for Client’s personal account, and only with their agreement to execute and be             
bound by the terms of this agreement. 
Client agrees that the system and its strategies will be used only to trade his or                
her personal account(s) and funds. Client understands that the         
TRADEforDOLLAR.com is not responsible for missed or erroneous signals; and          
that there are no refunds. 
Client understands and agrees that any dispute arising because of this           
agreement will be submitted to the Court of Law for binding arbitration or non -               
binding mediation. Client will bear his or her own expenses in connection with             
any such legal action. 
Client understands and agrees that this agreement shall be governed by,           
construed and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the country, state and             
county of domicile of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com. Any action or proceeding          
pursuant to this agreement will be brought only within the county of domicile of              
the TRADEforDOLLAR.com. 
 
COPYRIGHTS: 
 
All contents of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com and related work are: Copyright 2016           
by the TRADEforDOLLAR.com. All rights reserved. Any rights not granted herein           
are reserved. All the TRADEforDOLLAR.com content, including graphics, logos,         
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buttons, text, icons, images, video and audio clips, software, layout configuration           
and compilation of said items is the property of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com and            
is protected by U.S. and international copyright laws. Any other use, including the             
reproduction, resale, modification, distribution, transmission, republication,      
display or performance of the TRADEforDOLLAR.com content is strictly         
prohibited. 
All rights, title and interest in and to the TRADEforDOLLAR.com, and all            
information made available through the TRADEforDOLLAR.com in all languages,         
formats and media throughout the world, including all copyrights and trademarks           
therein, are and shall continue to be the exclusive property of the            
TRADEforDOLLAR.com. Client agrees not to reproduce, disseminate, sell,        
retransmit, publish, distribute, broadcast or circulate any of the services or           
materials in any manner or for any purpose, whether business or personal,            
included but not limited to, translating, decompiling, disassembling or creating          
derivative works without the prior explicit written consent by the          
TRADEforDOLLAR.com. Client agrees and acknowledges that the       
TRADEforDOLLAR.com may and will enforce legal action and apply financial          
compensation if any of the material(s) provided to Client by the           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com is distributed, copied, shared or made available to any          
other individual, person, group or entity including electronic or otherwise. The           
TRADEforDOLLAR.com is the copyright owner of all text and graphics contained           
on this website. Copying without permission is prohibited. 
 
TRADEMARKS: 
 
All trademarks, logo, service marks, trade names and such are the property of             
the TRADEforDOLLAR.com. 
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